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Ionizing beam tracking in gaseous chambers for field mapping
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The combination of the time-of-flight~TOF! technique with two-dimensional position-sensitive
~XY! ion detection is employed for tracking projectile-gas collisions. The main goal is to determine
the detailed distribution of local electric fields, which accelerate the gas ions produced in the
collisions. A low-pressure target gas spectrometer for this goal is described and all necessaryXY-
TOF expressions concerning the ion dynamics are presented. Experimental results of a 150 keV
neutral H beam colliding with a He–Ne–Ar mixture are compared with the calculations. The new
method can also be used for mapping magnetic fields or in large collision gas cells, e.g., to increase
resolution in mass spectrometry and to perform initial momentum measurements of the produced
ions. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1498909#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time-of-flight ~TOF! analysis of ions produced in gas
eous target fast particle impact has been performed for a
time.1–5 One of the main improvements on this subject w
carried out by Wiley and McLaren3 in 1955, with the intro-
duction of pulsed ion extraction in a two-stage spectrome
This time-focusing principle has been used since in m
TOF spectrometer types and for different ionizing beam
photons~pulsed laser or synchrotron light!, electrons, fast
atoms, or ions.1

In order to improve mass resolution, sensitivity, or d
namical range of gas spectrometers, new techniques
been added: pulsed extraction fields,6 tandem setup1

~MS–MS combination!, ion lenses, electrostatic mirrors7 or
guides,8 position-sensitive detectors,9–16 etc. Ion beam
monitoring10,11 and visualization of photofragmen
imaging12,13of jet-cooled molecules~i.e., spatially localized!
have been performed using time-of-flight and tw
dimensional detection capability.

In this article, a similar combination of time-of-fligh
and two-dimensional position-sensitiveXY detection tech-
niques is developed for analysis of ion dynamics in la
volume gas cells. The goal is to investigate the potentiali
of such a combination for mapping the acceleration fields
ions produced by the projectile-gas collisions. Other use
applications could be: digital recording of the project
beam~including its spectroscopy!, to help in the design of
atomic collision spectrometers for initial momentum me
surements and to extend mass spectrometry to large gas
without losing mass resolution. This last feature comes fr
the fact that in ordinary TOF mass spectrometry, narr
peaks are obtained when ion sources very small~or distrib-
uted near a plane parallel to the detector! are employed; it is

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
enio@fis.puc-rio.br
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a good definition of the beam trajectory, combined to t
XY-dectection capability, that allow the determination of t
ion initial coordinates for a gas cell of any size. Exact a
approximated expressions are presented for the funct
xD(T) andyD(T), i.e., the impact position coordinates on th
ion detector as a function of the ion time-of-flightT. The
analytical properties of thexD(T) function are discussed
After describing the experimental setup, the method is
plied for a spectrometer in which an inhomogeneous ac
eration was intentionally provoked for sensitivity tests.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Spectrometer structure

An overview of theXY-TOF spectrometer for projectile
gas collision analysis is depicted in Fig. 1. The~horizontal!
XZ plane is defined by the beam trajectory and by the sp
trometer symmetry axis; the~vertical! Y direction is perpen-
dicular to this plane. Three electrodes define the electric fi
distribution inside the spectrometer: electrode 1~at potential
U1) stops or is crossed by the beam, electrode 2~at potential
U2! is constituted by a high transmission grid, and electro
3 ~grounded! is the entrance surface of the ion detector. T
ions produced in the beam-gas collision are accelerated
wards the grid by the electric field we want to determine a
after the grid, a uniform electric field assures adequate c
ditions for ion detection.

B. Definition of parameters

The necessary parameters for describing the gas ion
namics parameters are defined in Fig. 2. The projectile in
dence angle isup . The gas molecule ionization occurs at th
projectile coordinatesxp ,yp50, zp5xp cotgup and at time
tp5xp /(vp sinup! before the projectile impact on electrod
1; vp is the projectile velocity. The reference timeT is set to
zero when the projectile arrives at the coordinate origin. T
il:
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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gas molecule ion is emitted with velocityv0 in the direction
given by the angleu with the z axis, in a plane forming an
anglew with the XZ plane.

For time-of-flight measurements, the relevant parame
are the axial distances and the local axial component of
acceleration field. This acceleration is determined by
electric and/or magnetic force resultant. To illustrate anal
cally the method, a cylindrical configuration with three a
celeration regions is considered, as shown in Fig. 2. E
trode 1, at potentialU1, is considered to be a conductor dis
surrounded by a flat ring of inner radiusR and thicknessd18 .
The acceleration field in the first region is assumed
abruptly changed from«1 to «18 at the cylindrical surface
defined byxp5R.

FIG. 1. XY-TOF spectrometer. TheZ symmetry axis and the ionizing beam
define theXZ plane and theY direction.XD andYD are the detector coor-
dinate axes. A grid separates the first acceleration region~in which the
determination of the electric field distribution is wanted! from the second
one ~where the field is uniform!. Secondary ions, emitted by the spot O o
the electrode 1 surface, are detected around detector centerD. The ionized
gas molecules are detected close to theXD axis.

FIG. 2. XZ-plane view of thethree-acceleration-field spectrometer.The pro-
jectile crosses the originx5y5z50 at the timeT50. The gas ion is pro-
duced at the point (xp ,yp50, zp) at the timetp and is emitted with velocity
v0 in the direction defined byu andw. The anglew ~not shown! is given by
theX axis ~horizontal! and thev0 radial component. The first region has tw
subregions, defined by the cylindrical surface of radiusR corresponding to
the step in electrode 1.xmax is the detector radius andxD is thex coordinate
of the ion impact point on the detector surface. The electric field com
nents«x and«y are kept at zero;«z is constant inside each subregion.
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C. Position and TOF equations

After the total time-of-flightT1tp5t11t2, wheret1 and
t2 are, respectively, the times of flight in the first and seco
acceleration regions, the gas molecule ion reaches
~grounded! detector surface at the point coordinates:

xD5xp1v0~T1tp!sin u cosw,

yD5v0~T1tp!sin u sin w, ~1!

zD5d181d11d2 .

The ion detection time is

T5t11t22tp5
d11d182zp

~v0z1v1z!/2
1

d2

~v1z1v2z!/2

2
zp

vp cosup
, ~2!

wherev0z ,v1z , andv2z are, respectively, the axial velocitie
of the ionized gas molecule at the collision, grid crossin
and detector arrival instants, respectively:

v0z5v0 cosu, ~3!

v1z5Av0z
2 1

2q

m
~U12U2!S 12

zp2d18

d1
D if xp.R,

~4!

v1z5Av0z
2 1

2q

m
~U12U2!S 12

zp

d11d18
D if xp,R,

~5!

v2z5Av1z
2 1

2q

m
U2. ~6!

These expressions hold forR/d18.tg up.xmax/(d11d18), a
condition that guarantees that ionization should occur only
the first acceleration region.

D. Initial velocities

The initial velocity v0 of the ionized gas molecule o
atom is caused by three terms:~i! gas thermal motion;~ii !
linear momentum conservation in the collision with the pr
jectile, followed by electron emission or transfer; and~iii ! for
multiatomic target gases, Coulomb explosion process, or
sociation of unstable ion into neutral and ion fragments.

The first term can be determined from
1
2mv0z

2 5 1
2kTG, i.e., v0z

2 5kTG/m. ~7!

The momentum conservation in the projectile-gas co
sion also gives the contribution forv0; however, this effect is
usually negligible compared to the room-temperature (TG)
thermal motion.17 On the contrary, Coulomb explosio
contributions18–20 are larger than the thermal ones and p
duce broad lines forT(xp) when integrated over allu andw
emission angles. Unimolecular dissociations in which at le
one fragment is a neutral release much less than the kin
energy4 ~;order of eV! than in Coulomb explosion18 ~may
be larger than 10 eV!.
-
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An illustration of thexp(T) function, using Eqs.~2!–~6!,
is presented in Fig. 3 for the ion species: (m154 u, q1

51 e), (m2540 u, q251 e), and (m3540 u, q352 e);
the gas temperature isTG5300 K and the spectrometer con
figuration isd159.0 cm,d1850, d251.0 cm; U153.0 kV,
and U252.5 kV. As expected, the predicted times of flig
increase asAm/q. It should be pointed out that the slop
dxp /dT is not always negative: if the ratiod2 /d1 is large
enough, this derivative becomes positive for large or for
xp values. The effect of the thermal velocityv0 on T(xp)
causes the line broadening, which also increases asAm/q.

Introducing Eq. ~7! into Eqs. ~2!–~6!, an interesting
property appears forT(xp): the quantityAm can be factor-
ized from t1 and t2, so that thereduced time-of-flight

Tred~xp![S T1
xp

vp sin up
D 1

Am
, ~8!

becomes a universal function for all ionized species with
same charge state. Actually, this property holds even for
celerating regions with inhomogeneous electric fields a
may be used as field mapping. TheTred(xp) function can be
seen as the time of flight for a gas ion havingm51 mass and
produced by avp→` projectile. TheTred(xp) function may
be plotted with exchanged axes, i.e., inverted into
xp(Tred) function, for easier comparison with experimen
data.

E. Field mapping

As the ion TOF depends on the acceleration field dis
bution along the region delimited by the projectile trajecto
and theXY detector, it can be used for mapping this dist
bution. The general problem of getting the field from t
(xD ,yD , andT! set of measurements is complex or may le
to an ambiguous solution. Some solving procedures may
attempted, such as:~i! to assume a function for the fiel
distribution and determine the values of its parameters fr
data fittings;~ii ! to assume an initial field distribution an
calculate deviations, and~iii ! to get additional experimenta

FIG. 3. x coordinate of the collision point as a function of the detecti
time. Each group of lines corresponds, respectively, to the indicated
species and is calculated for three directions of ion emission with respe
the acceleration field, respectively. The group line broadening is du
thermal movement of the gas.
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data by varying the position of the ionization sites, which c
be achieved by rotating the gas cell or scanning it with
ionizing beam. The simplest situations are those for wh
only time-independent electrostatic fields exist.

For the illustration considered in this work@Eqs. ~1!–
~6!#, the field homogeneity is broken by a thin circular we
created in electrode 1, with radiusR50.5 cm and height
d1850.2 cm. The effect of beam scanning onxp(T) is ana-
lyzed by using Eq.~4! or ~5! for different projectile direc-
tionsup . Results of the simulation, presented in Fig. 4, sh
that the relative small indent in electrode 1 produces a vis
change in the gas ion time of flight for all incidence angle

The simulation using Eqs.~4! and ~5! is practical be-
cause the corresponding field distribution is close to rea
andT is determined analytically. Close tox5R an incorrect
feature may be anticipated, once the field given by the mo
changes abruptly and has no radial component. As a co
quence, the functionx(T) must present a discontinuity at th
border and its slope should not vary much. A more realis
field distribution is found in this case by solving the Lapla
equation numerically, e.g., through the SIMION code.21 In
Fig. 5, the results from SIMION~dotted line! are compared
with Eqs. ~4! and ~5! analytical model predictions~solid

as
to
to

FIG. 4. x(T) analytical calculations resulting of the beam scanning over
projectile angle.

FIG. 5. x(T) functions given by the analytical model@Eqs.~2!–~6!# and by
the Simion code. Note the agreement for largex and the different slopes for
low x caused by different field distortions considered in the two models
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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line!. For x@R, the field is homogeneous and the two mo
els give identical predictions. Visible differences betwe
them occurs forx,R, due to the existence of:~i! a negative
radial component of the electric field which approaches
gas ion towards the spectrometer axis, increasing its tra
tory length and~ii ! a smaller axial component which in
creases its time of flight, changing thex(T) slope. If d18
!R the x(T) slope close tox50 becomes again the sam
for the two approaches, once the electric field homogen
at the spectrometer axis is not disturbed by the electrode
at x5R.

F. Approximated equations

In order to examine analytically the average ion imp
position on the detector (xD) as a function ofT, it is conve-
nient to approximate Eq.~2! for small initial velocities (v0

!v1z) and for collisions close to the spectrometer axis (xp

'xD!xmax); d18 is set equal to zero for simplicity. Unde
these conditions, Eq.~5! may be approximated by

v1z'A2q

m
~U12U2!S 12

1

2

xp

d1 tgup
D . ~9!

Therefore,

T'A2m

q F d1

AU12U2

1
d2

AU12U21AU2

1
a

2tg up

xpG
2

xp

vp sin up

, ~10!

where

a5
d2

d1

A12U2 /U1

AU12U21AU2

2
1

AU12U2

. ~10a!

From Eq.~10!, one gets the slope of theT(xp) function:

dT

dxp
5Am

2q

a

tg up
2

1

vp sin up
. ~11!

The following properties can be predicted:

~i! The v0'0 approximation obviously implies in th
same universal function,Tred(xp), given by Eq.~8!.

~ii ! The time of flight becomes independent ofxp , in
first-order approximation, ifdT/dxp50. This situa-
tion occurs when

a5
A2q/m

vp cosup
. ~12!

~iii ! For very fast projectiles,dxp /dT is proportional to
tg up /Am and diverges whena'0, i.e., when

d2

d1

5
11A~U2 /U1!/~12U2 /U1!

A12U2 /U1

, ~13!

which corresponds to the Wiley and McLaren3 condi-
tion for time focusing in theZ direction.
gle
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~iv! If U250 ~i.e., one single acceleration region!, Eq.
~12! becomesa5@(d2/d1)21#/AU1; then dxp /dT
;AU1, and diverges whend25d1.

~v! For grazing incidence (up;90°), tg up becomes
very large anddxp /dT'vp .

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The characteristics of theXY-TOF spectrometer have
been described elsewhere.15,16 A continuous flow of a 70%
He, 15% Ne, and 15% Ar gas mixture was introduced in
spectrometer, in such a way that the gas pressure inside
cell was kept at 1025 mbar. The gas was bombarded with
150 keV neutral hydrogen beam produced by the Van
Graaff accelerator of the Institute fu¨r Kernphysik of the J. W.
Goethe University. Start signals for the TOF system w
given by a secondary electron detector placed behind a
foil ~electrode 1 in Fig. 2!.

The spectrometer parameters for these measurem
were: U152.970 kV; U250.040 kV; d158.41 cm; d18
50.01 cm;d250.7 cm, andup537° or 77°. The beam di-
ameter was about 1022 cm. Gas temperatureTG was consid-
ered to be 300 K, and therefore, the average atomic kin
energy isE0;39 meV. Figure 6 presents theXYgraph of the
data, integrated over all times of flight; one sees a line in
x direction that represents the projection of the beam tra
tory inside the spectrometer. The line thickness is mai
attributed to the thermal motion of the gas molecules, e
point corresponding to the detection of an ion produced
the beam–gas collision. The beam diameter also contrib
to the line thickness.

Figure 7~a! presents anXYgraph of the ions produced b
the beam collision. Oblique lines relative to thex(T) func-
tion for each gas species can be seen, as well as vertical
crossing theT axis due to secondary ions desorbed fro
electrode 1. The projection of the same data over theT axis
generates the usual time-of-flight spectrum, as shown in
7~b!.

Figure 8 presentsx(T) experimental data~black circles!
for a He gas target bombarded by H at the projectile an

FIG. 6. XY spectrum of the ion impact on detector. The line on theX
direction corresponds to the projection of the beam trajectory on the dete
~see also the axesX andY in Fig. 1!. The beam goes from the right to the le
and impacts electrode 1 at coordinatesx5y50, producing secondary ions
which create the central peak.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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up577°. One sees the effect of collisions in the two differe
subregions: close to theT axis, the extraction field isd18/d1

'1% smaller than in the outer subregion. This difference
however, enough to cause a visible TOF increase for H1

ions. The solid line is the prediction of the Eqs.~2!–~6!
model, as discussed in the next section.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present method is based on three consideration

~1! For an electric field distribution that is not too comple
the reconstruction of the gas ion trajectory is possi
from the knowledge of the ion time-of-flightT, from the
zp5zp(xp ,yp) beam trajectory, and from the final pos
tions of the ion, i.e., the (xD ,yD) impact coordinates on
the detector. In other words, starting from the beam
jectory equation and from the measured (xD ,yD ,T) set,
it is possible to determine the ion coordinatesxp ,yp ,
andzp as well as its initial velocityv0.

~2! The accuracy in time~subnanosecond! and in XY posi-
tion ~submillimeter! measurements of the detecto
acquisition system provides a very sensitive tool for
ion dynamics after the collision.

~3! Eventual ambiguities in the acceleration field distrib
tion may be solved by varying the beam trajectory.

An efficient procedure to test the model described
Sec. II is to construct the reduced time of flight for the e
perimental data. The results, presented in thex(Tred) format,
are shown in Fig. 9 for the He, Ne, and Ar data. A very go

FIG. 7. ~a! Experimentalx(T) spectrum of He, Ne, and Ar gases bom
barded by a 150 keV H0 beam. Incidence angle isup537°. The points close
to theT axis~x50 line! and forming vertical lines are due to secondary io
emitted by electrode 1. Events from the beam–gas collision generate
lique lines forx.0. ~b! TOF spectrum, i.e., projection of thex(T) data on
the T axis. The thin peaks are due to the ions desorbed from the elect
while the gas ions generate the broad peaks.
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overlap of the corresponding points is obtained forTred(xp).
Small discrepancies occur for very low or very largex val-
ues: they are attributed to field nonhomogeneities near,
spectively, the electrode 1 flat ring and of theXY-detector
border. The presentation of all data by a single univer
curve demonstrates that, indeed, the different flying ion s
cies are submitted to the same electrostatic field distribut
The two solid lines in Fig. 9 represent the Eq.~2! predic-
tions, using the spectrometer parameters of Sec. III; one
corresponds tou50 ~ion emission towards the detector! and
the other one tou5180°.

In conclusion, the method of combining the time-o
flight technique with position-sensitive detection opens int
esting new possibilities of observing the track of an ionizi
projectile~photon or particle! in gas chambers. In particula
the use of pulsed lasers provides a practical method for s
ning the chamber interior in the regions of interest for fie
mapping.

Concerning mass spectrometry, the comparison betw
Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! shows why it is still possible to analyz
large volume gas targets with good mass resolution far a

FIG. 8. Dots are thex(T) spectrum for grazing projectile incidence o
electrode 1, a situation in which thex(T) slope is high. Note the sensitivity
to field nonhomogeneities aroundx5R50.5 cm. The solid line is Eqs.
~2!–~6! prediction, in very good agreement with data.

FIG. 9. Experimental and calculatedx(Tred) graph, i.e., thex collision co-
ordinate plotted vs the reduced time of flight. It is of interest to emphas
that in such a graph thex(T) data for all ion species are reduced into
single, universal curve.
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from the Wiley–McLaren time focusing conditions.16 This
volume depends essentially on: the detector area~pf2/2),
the electrode-grid distance (d1), and the projectile incidence
angle (up). The parameters used in the current setup
f55.0 cm,d158.4 cm, andup

min5f/2d1516°.
The XY detection capabilities allow the initial momen

tum analysis of the ions generated in the projectile-gas
lisions. The sensitivity of the method to initial velocities ca
be estimated from thex(T) line thickness given either by th
model ~Figs. 3 and 9! or by the presented data@Figs. 5 and
6~a!#.
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